





























































xlabel('time(fs)') % x-axis label 
ylabel('E(t)') % y-axis label 
legend('y = E','y = E + Ecor') 
title('Electric field vs Time') 
%blue line-with correlation 
 
























e_t= sqrt(I)*exp((-2*2.303*log(2) *((t.^2)/t_p^2))); %---
---------------------------------------------------- 
e_t= sqrt(I)*exp((-2*2.303*log(2) 











xlabel('CEO phase') % x-axis label 
ylabel('Energy') % y-axis label 


























e_t= sqrt(I)*exp((-2*2.303*log(2) *((t.^2)/t_p^2))); %---
---------------------------------------------------- 
e_t= sqrt(I)*exp((-2*2.303*log(2) 




















xlabel('Kinetic Energy') % x-axis 
label ylabel('E(t)') % y-axis label 
legend('y=CEO-0','y=CEO-90') 
title('Electric field vs Time') 
 
